WHAT’S ON –SEPTEMBER 2019
Until 2020
10.00 - 5.00
Closed Saturdays

Wayward Women
Old Treasury Building
20 Spring St Melbourne
In partnership with Public Record Office

Wednesday 25 September
10.30 – 12.30

UAW Organising Committee meeting
UAW office

Friday 20 September
2.00 – 4.00

School Climate Strike
Treasury Gardens
3 days before the UN Emergency Climate
Summit

As David Attenborough’s documentary on Climate Change (recently shown
on ABC made very clear), the planet is on the brink of disaster thanks to
man-made action. Australia, like the rest of the world, is confronting
prolonged drought, bushfires, cyclones, heatwaves, yet the government
continues to support new coal and gas ventures...The School Climate
Strike deserves support from all ages. The article on page 6 provides more
details.

OCTOBER DIARY

Wednesday 30 October
10.30 – 12.30

UAW AGM

UAW MEMBERSHIP FEES ($20) FOR 2019 WERE DUE IN JANUARY 2019. MANY
MEMBERS ARE STILL NOT FINANCIAL. Please check that you have paid. If not, this can
be done by filling out a form online
(http://www.uaw.org.au/MembershipApplicationForm.php) and transferring the funds
by EFT to our bank, or send a cheque to the office. (Address on back page) It is easy to
forget and we REALLY value your membership and need your support.
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NO PLACE LIKE HOME: AUSTRALIA’S HOUSING IN CRISIS

Anne Sgro

At the recent Melbourne International Film Festival I saw the Irish film Rosie. A social realist film
written by Roddy Doyle, it covered a couple of days in the lives of a Dublin family of six, who had
been forced to leave their home of seven years because the landlord wanted to sell, and it was a
buyers’ market. The children ranged from pre-school to teenager. Although the father was
working, they were unable to afford the few rentals available and were forced to sleep one night
at a time in emergency accommodation subsidized by the Dublin Council or sleep in their car.
The acting was superb and the story heartbreaking. I had to ask, how many Australians are in
the same situation or are living precariously? The answer is grim.
116,000 Australians have no home, no place to live, an increase of 14 per cent in five years.
Only a small proportion of them are rough sleepers. Another 1.5 million are at risk, living in
housing stress i.e. spending more than 30 per cent of their household income on their mortgage
or rent (Big Issue No 592). What a disgrace!
Dr Jane Bullen, Women’s Electoral Lobby, states that the number of women aged 55 and over
who experience homelessness has grown by 31 per cent between 2012 – 2016. Women and
children who have experienced family violence or relationship breakdown are the largest single
group of people presenting at homelessness services. ’ This reality is caused by violence,
women’s income inequality, their relative poverty and unaffordable rentals’ ( Women’s Agenda
August).
‘…at any time there are more than 6,000 young people experiencing some kind of homelessness
in Victoria, and two-thirds of the fifty to sixty young people who contact Frontyard (a Melbourne
City Mission initiative) each day are seeking emergency accommodation. Yet the state has only
fifteen youth refuges with a total of 110 beds between them’ (Peter Mares: No Place Like Home.
Repairing Australia’s Housing Crisis). In 2008, the Rudd government’s white paper on
homelessness, The Road Home, identified escaping violence as the most commonly cited reason
for the support of specialist homelessness services. 2016 – 2017, 40 per cent of people who
approached services ‘were experiencing domestic and family violence, up from 32 per cent five
years earlier’ (Mares). There is a clear correlation between family violence, homelessness and
involvement with the youth justice system. As Mares points out, simple fare evasion due to
poverty can lead to fines that cannot be paid and that can quickly reach over $1,000.
Homelessness also costs our health and justice systems millions of dollars that could be spent
elsewhere.
There were 800,000 people in social housing in 2017-2018 with another 140,000 applications
pending. In March 2018, there were around 37,000 applications waiting for social housing on
the Victorian Housing Register, representing more than 82,000 people (57,000 adults and 25,000
children). In NSW, there are 50,000 on the waiting list for public Housing (ABC RN 11.8). And, as
we know, public housing is increasingly being provided to people with multiple health and other
issues, no longer to low income working people.
An alliance of not-for-profit housing and homelessness groups that last year launched
Everybody’s Home campaign calculates that Australia needs 500,000 social and affordable
homes by 2026 – 300,000 new properties for social and Aboriginal housing and 200,000
affordable rental properties for low and middle income earners. It wants governments to offer
tax incentives or direct subsidies that will entice super funds and other private sector players to
invest in affordable housing.
CONT. PAGE 5
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No Place Like Home cont’d.
Peter Mares’ latest book is an excellent read. He examines the Australian Dream of home
ownership and questions how realistic it now is. He divides the major cities, particularly Sydney
and Melbourne, into housing zones, with the more affluent citizens closer to the centre while
workers are pushed to the edges, occupying unsustainable buildings and facing long commutes.
He examines lack of overall city planning, quoting a Norwegian architect - Australians have the
‘bird shit’ approach to planning city centres i.e. towers wherever. He sets about making
alternative suggestions and indicating the federal-state government co-operation, policies and
legislative changes that would be necessary to repair the crisis.
Governments, commonwealth and state, need to restore public investment in housing. Julie
Lawson from RMIT, calculates that if we had kept building public housing at the rate we were in
the early 1980s then we would have 200,000 more dwellings than we do today. Private Public
Partnerships, often developed in secrecy under the guise of providing more public housing are
not the answer. The sell-off of public housing estates in now sought after areas is in fact a ‘sell
out’ that benefits private development. There have been some positive steps. ABC News 5.8
reported that the Victorian government is temporarily providing land earmarked for future use
to place mobile tiny house built through Launch Housing. Small architectural firms are
developing innovative buildings with future owners and/or in conjunction with super funds to
provide sustainable apartments in the inner city e.g. the Nightingale developments, the latest of
which aims to provide housing for nurses and other essential workers who are also locked out of
home ownership near the city.
Peter Mares makes many suggestions. Build to rent developments could be built but stronger
tenancy laws would be needed and would need to be well-regulated. Australia does not have a
history of effective business compliance – witness the problems with shoddily built apartment
towers. The report into the building crisis commissioned by the CFMMEU: Shaky Foundations:
the National Construction Crisis report, points out government failure to enforce building
standards, poor design and the outsourcing of building approvals which have resulted in
‘conflicts of interest lack of oversight’ (Age 19.8 19).
The taxation system would need to be changed - possibly a progressive, broad based property
tax to replace stamp duty. Mares acknowledges that the government has skewed taxation in
favour of senior Australians to the detriment of young people and that negative gearing makes
no contribution to new housing and ‘Currently we treat housing as a wealth-building asset class
that achieves spectacular gains in a relatively short time.’
He believes that Australia’s fixation on home ownership is a major problem and that the balance
needs to be shifted back to secure and stable rental accommodation, stating ‘Security does not
equal home ownership.’ The great Australian Dream is increasingly beyond reach and he wants
policies that offer a real choice between buying a home and securely renting one. Public and
social housing is well to the front, and a public good.
Without change Australia is facing not only higher levels of inequality and injustice but also
lower levels of productivity and prosperity. Housing is a basic right. The crisis in so many aspects
of housing needs to be fixed.
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WOMEN HAVE THE SAME HEART ATTACK SYMPTOMS AS MEN
by Cath Morrison
I have heard a lot recently about the different heart attack symptoms women are supposed to
show and how different these symptoms are from men- “International guidelines reinforce the
view that women are more likely to present with atypical symptoms, such as epigastric pain,
dyspepsia, or breathlessness”, and this has been the predominant view for some years.
Recent research by University of Edinburgh researchers funded by the British Heart
Foundation has found that this is a medical myth.
In fact, women experience typical signs of heart attack even more so than men, the study by
University of Edinburgh researchers shows. Chest pain was the most common symptom for
both women and men, experienced by 93% of those who had an MI (heart attack) , and a
similar percentage of women (49%) and men (48%) reported pain that radiated to their left
arm.
The British Heart Foundation, which funded the study, said the research quashed one of the
reasons given for women receiving unequal care.
The University of Edinburgh research puts into question a long-held medical myth that women
tend to suffer unusual or 'atypical' heart attack symptoms, and emphasises the need for both
sexes to recognise and act on the warning signs. The Heart Foundation said in a statement
that “incorrectly assuming that women having a heart attack suffer different symptoms to men
could lead to misdiagnosis, delayed treatment and less intensive medical interventions being
offered.”
In the study in the Journal of the American Heart Association, researchers recorded the
symptoms of 1941 people attending the Emergency Department at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary
who were tested for heart attack.
In addition to both sexes experiencing similar chest pain and radiating left arm pain, women
reported pain with more typical features than did men (81% versus 64%), and pain was classified
overall as typical more commonly in women (77% versus 59%). Less typical symptoms, such as
epigastric pain or back pain, were more common in men than women (41% in men versus 23%
in women).
“We advocate that guidelines and educational material be updated to minimise the risk of
underdiagnosis and (under)treatment of women with myocardial infarction.” (British Heart
Foundation)
Women with chest and left arm pain may well be having a heart attack-these symptoms
should not be ignored.
Ref: Journal of American Heart Association:
https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/full/10.1161/JAHA.119.012307
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Anne Sgro



Vale Pauline Pickford. A long time member of the UAW and active in the then Preston
Branch, Pauline recently passed away. She was known for her support of indigenous
rights, and along with Shirley Andrews helped found the Aborigines’ Advancement
League in the 1950s. Condolences to her family.



The UAW , through our participation in the national network ERA, has endorsed a
submission to the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety prepared by
sister organisation, the National Foundation of Australian Women.



We have written yet again to David Coleman, Minister for Immigration, about the
appalling treatment of children in detention, with a particular focus on the tiny
Australian born Tamil children who are incarcerated in Melbourne.

GOOD READS
This month readers get more Good Reads. Thanks to Heather O’Connor, from Bermagui, for this
review.

Trent Dalton: Boy Swallows Universe.
I admit to nearly abandoning this novel after the first 50 pages, but I persisted and am glad I did
so (on the recommendation of the staff at my local bookshop. It is the first book of award
winning journalist Trent Dalton and has been received to wide acclaim.
Set in Brisbane in the 1980s, it is a stark reminder of the corruption, crime and racism that
infected the state. The story is of two brothers, told through the eyes of the younger one who is
in his last years of primary/early high school. The older brother refuses to talk as one reaction to
the trauma the boys endured as young children. They continue to live in chaos in a highly
dysfunctional family of drug users turned drug dealers, ex-cons, neighbours who control criminal
gangs, school mates who are already acting as stand-over merchants and ‘respectable’
philanthropist who turn out to be murderers and torturers.
However black their lives are, there is still overwhelming love between the brothers, and
between them and their mother (who spends a stint in jail for drug-dealing). There is also great
loyalty to their ex-convict baby sitter who teaches the boys about loyalty, friendships and
brotherly love.
This is a book that requires quite a bit of work from the reader, but once you are into it, it is
quite hard to put down.
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“GRETA THUNBERG: If only every cause had a child crusader” Carmen
Green
I was delighted to see this headline on the front page of the Financial Review about a week or
so ago. The article-actual heading “Thunberg’s voyage against hypocrisy”- was written by Parnell
Palme McGuiness and was in the opinion pages of the Financial Review. The writer was
commenting on Greta’s recent decision to take a slower voyage by yacht to a climate change
conference instead of going by plane. As McGuiness said “Greta’s choice to endure discomfort
conveys a timely message those who recommend renunciation must lead by example”. Greta
refuses to fly because of the carbon emissions caused by planes. The 16-year-old, founder of the
school strikes for action on climate change, has inspired children and adults across the world to
protest against global warming
In a world where every day there is a new report of a climate catastrophe somewhere in the
world it is hard to understand how anyone can fail to believe the climate scientists & their dire
predictions about the future of life on our small planet. In an article in the “AGE”, 27/8/19 –
“Warning unheeded as the fires rage” by Andrew Glikson – Dr Glikson says that “As fires rage
across the Amazon dubbed the “lungs of the planet “given it produces 20% of the oxygen in the
planet- and while forests are ablaze in Siberia, Alaska, Greenland, southern Europe & parts of
Australia, climate scientists might be justified in saying “we told you so.”
Dr Glikson concludes his article by saying “As fires consume large parts of the land, it would
appear parliaments- including Australia’s- are preoccupied with economics & international
conflicts while they hardly regard the future of civilization as a priority”.
The Australian Government’s appalling record on tackling climate change was highlighted
recently at a meeting of Pacific Island Leaders in Tuvalu. Prime Minister Morrison attempted to
persuade his counterparts against a joint declaration of a climate emergency which would urge
the world to speed up its transition from coal to renewable energy. Pacific nations repeatedly
highlighted Australia’s inaction on climate change and reliance on coal fired power in the
economy. The New Zealand PM, Jacinda Ardern, said at the meeting that every nation must “do
its bit “in the fight against climate change and “Australia has to answer to the Pacific for its own
role”.
We can all do our bit on Friday September 20 by joining the global climate march and supporting
the thousands of students -inspired by Greta Thunberg- who will be striking over climate
change. This year workers are also being urged to join the school children in their demand for
action on climate change. Thousands of organizers in over 120 countries are helping with the
organization required.
Along with Anne Sgro and many UAW members, I watched David Attenborough’s TV program
“Climate Change: The facts” on the ABC. In the program scientists from all over the world
explained carefully what will happen if we continue as we are and miss the opportunity to take
urgent action on this issue. Let’s listen to David Attenborough and the world’s scientists & make
sure that we take part in:
The Melbourne- Global #Climate Strike – hosted by School Strike 4 Climate -on Friday 20
September 2019 from 2pm to 4pm –Treasury Gardens, Spring Street Melbo
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ORAL HISTORY- HELP WANTED

Cath Morrison

We have been asked by Hannah Viney- a PhD student at Monash University- to publicize her oral
history project. There may be a few members who recall their participation in the anti-nuclear
protests and Hannah would be very pleased to hear from you.

Please contact Hannah directly if you are able to help in her research.
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CARING FOR COUNTRY
Our member Ros Byass wrote the following letter to The Stawell Times regarding support for
indigenous protests over removal of sacred trees for the Western Highway:
We cannot take responsibility for the attitudes and actions of our forebears; however we
continue to benefit from the settlement of Australia. We study and accept the sacrifice of our
war heroes: it is only reasonable we study and accept our other history: it is time we look at the
gains we take for granted as occupiers of this land ‘our Australia’.
As I see it we continue to pattern our behaviours on those of our forebears. I both appreciate and
share the frustration with continued delays to the duplication of the Western Highway. What I
cannot accept is derision of those asking for the protection of Trees and Landscape. Indigenous
people need the support of other Australians. ’Professional agitators, white rabble just out for
themselves, rent a crowd’: I am one of them.
Our first Australians have been derided and disempowered for too long; how can there be
transparent representation when the indigenous communities have suffered through generations
of dislocation? It is time for us as united Australians to demand and accept the NAIDOC week
message: Voice, Treaty, and Truth. What have we to lose?
Yes our European and Indigenous Cultures differ. We are all vulnerable to loss.
Our loss as White Australians may be the greatest if we cannot accept CARING FOR COUNTRY as
an integral part of our being. We risk losing the moral high ground.
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